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O beautiful Fir, O Blessed Fir…
FOR MY MOTHER.
I.
The heavens were torn by lightning.
Through clouds trampled down by thunder, the Uncreated Light burst through the
Heavens with sharp flashes like the long teeth of a pitchfork... In fact, the Light was
protecting with its blue flashes the battered roof of a hovel, at the edge of a village.
And the Heavens thundered, flashed with lightning, but could not rain.
Under the tiny roof of that miserable house, on coarse woolen rugs, worn out by the
pains of labour, a poor women had been struggling to give birth for more than thirty
hours,
She groaned, she wept, but she could not give birth.
“If the passage would burst open, just as the morning breaks out of the night, I would
set my child on a new road,” said the weeping woman. Around her, the storm of the
night strove hard to frighten off the evil one: evil demanded the sacrifice of a human
being and nothing less. It was not enough that the father of the child who could not be
born had been drained of life at the front, so that he could not come back to help his
wife in this hour of great bitterness. Now evil demanded the power of a mother too, a
bearer of children.
But evil’s quarrel was not with the father or with the mother. It asked of Life the baby
who had become caught in the cord wrapped around his throat. He could not turn to
help his mother to give birth.
Evil did not want to let the child come into the world to build a Church for the Mother
of God.
“Lord, don’t abandon me! Help me!” cried the woman. With a supreme effort she
pulled herself up onto the edge of her wooden bed, took one last deep breath, and
pushed as hard as she could. Like two rocks, the bones of her pelvis opened, tearing
great blood vessels from her flesh.
While the gift of her young life departed from her torn belly, she managed one more
thing: to lay on the coarse bedding, by the light of the blue flashes, a purplish baby
almost suffocated by the umbilical cord… She wanted to smile at him, but her hand fell
like a bouquet of wild flowers into a pool of death. With a horrible roar, the storm threw
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trees against the Heavens, the hovel against the trees, and the grinning face of the evil
one against the hovel, and it started to rain as if the world was coming to an end.
Since Jesus was baptized in the Jordan, the Waters are Blessed.
So soaked with the rain, evil fled, thinking that he was taking with him two new souls.
Great was his annoyance when he saw that he was returning alone to the misery of his
gloomy kingdom. For the one who had given birth had ascended to Heaven, far above
the rain, and the baby was not dead. Evil could not understand. He wanted to go back
to claim his souls, but the rain had clothed the hovel in a thick coat of water. Just as at
first it could not rain, just as the woman could no longer live after she had given birth,
so the evil one could no longer approach the hovel.
Too much sacrifice in too much blessed water…
And then, day began to break. The evil spirit of the night fled poisoned.
Toward lunchtime, a neighbour who knew that in that yard a woman had been
struggling to give birth for two days came in that rain fit for the end of the world, to see
how she was.
Finding her dead, she was afraid and called the whole village. In all the bustle that
ensued, someone wrapped the inert child in a rag, took it out of the yard to a garbage
heap toward the edge of the village, and threw it there, thinking it was dead.
But the child was not dead.
Urged on by forces higher than herself, another woman from the village made her way
home in tears right by the garbage heap where a careless hand had thrown the newborn baby without checking, thinking it was dead. She wondered at the multitude of
rats that were arrogantly climbing toward a heap of bloody rags. When she
approached, she heard a timid hoarse cry.
A shiver of fear went up her back, the back of a hard worker.
She reached out her hands, chased away the rats, and lifted out of the wet rags a little
boy on whom his mother’s blood seemed to be almost dry. She hid him at her breast
inside her leather jerkin and found a less frequented way home. Back home, she
wrapped the little child in a clean sheepskin and put dry wood in the clay stove. She
heated water, washed the baby, and wrapped it in her best wedding-present sheet,
covering it again with the white sheepskin so it wouldn’t get cold.
Then, improvising a teat from the mouth of a clay jug and a white linen handkerchief,
she gave the baby a drop of fresh milk.
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And so it was in vain that the evil spirit of noon came in his turn. He left with the last
thunderclaps of the tired storm outside, grim and poisoned by the knowledge that he
had found no soul to take either...
The future Priest was protected by the arms of the woman who had saved him, like two
hot lightning flashes crossed over the loving heart of his adoptive mother.

II.
The first day in the life on this earth of His Holiness Father Gheronte Puiu, the abbot of
the Caraiman Monastery at Buşteni, began something like that.
At least that is how I imagine the first day of the orphan child. Occasionally, when he
feels able to travel back to the hard beginnings of his exceptional life, with his eyes wet
with tears, Father Puiu speaks of that day of his birth, and slowly and with much
reverence adds, “That was when I escaped death for the first time.”
At least that is how I imagine it, and so that day must have been in its spirit.
Categorically it must have been much more dramatic than the rainy July day in which I
hesitantly climbed up to the Monastery, accompanied by a film crew from Televiziunea
România de Mîine (Romania of Tomorrow TV) . I was going to ask Father Gheronte
Puiu once more for permission to film him for an interview that would be broadcast by
that TV station on the blessed day of August 15, 2004, the great festival of the
Dormition of the Mother of God. In fact I had received permission from Father Puiu
himself several weeks before, but as he was not feeling well, I wanted to be sure that he
could receive us without our causing him too much inconvenience.
We approached the path that turns to the left before climbing onto the Palanca plateau.
A rough track, full of loose, rebellious, un-cemented stones, the sort that roll
mischievously under shoe heels and car tires alike.
Rebellious like our hearts until we begin to approach God.
The driver of the Dacia car that was carrying the film crew had already driven up the
steep, winding path. Constantin Cacoveanu the camera operator, Irina Haideţ the editor,
and myself had stayed behind to start filming from around the first tight bend on the
way up to the Monastery.
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To invite the viewers to climb up with us toward other values, those of the soul.
With the only umbrella to hand, the editor was trying to protect the professional camera
from the light but continuous rain and to stand up to the wind that had blown up as if
out of nowhere.
It was there, with an emotional voice and my glasses wet with the rain, worried about
how the filming would go, I began the program with the words: “Ladies and gentlemen,
welcome back to a special edition of our program Corina Your Hostess. With much
emotion, I dedicate today’s program to the Festival of the Dormition of the Holy Virgin
Mary. And so before anything else I wish all the Marias, Marianas, and Marins long
life, good health, and the fulfillment of all you wish for. For this special edition, here we
are on the road that leads to the Caraiman Monastery on the Palanca plateau at Buşteni.
It is my pleasure to introduce to those who do not know him Abbot Hieromonk Father
Gheronte Puiu, the founder of the Holy Monastery of Caraiman. Likewise I am
delighted to invite you to a meeting of the soul with one of Romania’s great spiritual
guides. I wish you pleasant viewing.”
We took a few more shots in front of the wire-netting fence that, on days when there are
crowds of pilgrims and believers, tries to convince the torrent of cars to park in the
designated spaces, leaving room in the courtyard for the agitated sea of people. I see
myself again now on the video cassette standing between two beautiful cows. It was me
that chose to film there. They are grazing unperturbed, slowly swinging their milk-filled
udders over the grass, like an omen of prosperity.
Under the blue ridge of Mount Caraiman, the Large Church of the future Caraiman
Monastery comes in sight. It is already much taller than when I saw it for the first time a
few months ago, a sign that the Mother of God ordains that there should continue to be
faithful benefactors, from whose generous hands the funds necessary for the purchase of
building materials can be raised. The small wooden church, consecrated by a large
assembly of priests and three bishops and dedicated to the Holy Protection of the
Mother of God, also appears within the frame full of bluish mist. On top of the
mountain, the all-embracing arms of the great Cross bless each traveler who approaches
the storm-battered Fir tree whose branches form a candelabrum. I have never seen a fir
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tree whose branches reach up to the sky like so many arms raised imploringly. There I
too had prayed the previous autumn, when I decided to celebrate my birthday at this
Holy Monastery. I did not really celebrate in the urban sense of the term. Starting in the
morning, I offered to make myself useful in the kitchen. I did a bit of cleaning and some
tidying of the shelves and the potato chest while I stirred the polenta in a great yellowenameled cast iron cauldron. I selected a loaf that was still fresh from among those
forgotten during the monks’ fast among the plastic bags in which they had been brought
by pilgrims, and cut it into slices. Then I cut the cheese and watched that the milk didn’t
boil over onto the flame. I shared out zacuscă and olives on plates, and uncorked the
bottles of wine, and when everything was ready I asked Father Puiu to come and bless
us all together with the wine and the chocolate cake I had brought from Bucharest.
I went into that same wooden church on the day of the filming too, until Father Puiu had
listened to those believers who had come for confession and prayer, because once up
on the plateau, after we had inhaled the intoxicatingly strong fir-scented air of the
foothills of Caraiman, we began to worry: how would we manage to film the interview
in the huge courtyard of the Monastery in this unexpected rain?
In the morning when I had phoned Father Puiu to ask his Blessing that we might have a
safe journey protected from evil, he himself had told me that the weather was fine, but
in the meantime it had started to rain. In Father Puiu’s little room it was too cramped
and too dark to film with studio lights, and outside it would be impossible to avoid the
TV station’s camera getting wet... not to mention that the hot studio lights would be at
risk of damage from the cold raindrops falling on them. It was raining persistently. As it
does in the mountains. With my eyes fixed on the icons given by so many hearts full of
hope, I dared to utter a prayer too:
“Mother of God, grant that we may film today…”
In vain did we carry chairs over to the grass: the rain showed no signs of stopping.
Father Puiu, who lived as a hermit for ten years in a cave somewhere among the
terrifying gulleys of Mount Caraiman, did not feel the cold raindrops, but we were
starting to despair. We had stopped filming repeatedly and the camera operator was
already making signs to me that he was ready to pack everything up and take refuge in
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the car: the rain was more and more insistent. There was nothing for it: it seemed that
the filming would have to be cancelled. Almost in tears, I was preparing to beg Father
Puiu’s forgiveness for troubling him to no purpose, but I never got as far as saying
anything: Father Puiu’s eyes were shut and he seemed to be praying to Someone in
another cosmic dimension. It did not last long, but it seemed that the intensity of his
prayer passed through the rock of the mountain itself. When he opened his beautiful
blue eyes, he looked wonderingly at our downcast faces and asked, “What are we
doing? Are we filming?” As no one from our little crew answered, I said something
like: “Well, we can’t film Your Holiness because it’s raining on the lights and they
might explode!”
“Just sit down all of you; it’ll stop raining,” Father Puiu replied gently. There’s no way
you can contradict a monk of over seventy-five, especially if you soul loves him. But
it’s not nice to sit down on a wet chair either. However, you do sit down, if only to
show your gratitude that he has so kindly welcomed a film crew on a day when he
wasn’t feeling well because of his diabetes. Before you can say anything, you hear one
of the crew saying, “Let’s try another shot. It doesn’t seem to be raining so heavily.”
Understanding nothing, we quickly get back to work, once the lights have been wiped
dry with a towel. We film with Father Puiu for more than half an hour, during which
time none of us seems to notice that the rain above us has stopped.
Father Puiu tells us about the Miracles that continually occur in the clearing. So many
people come back to the Fir tree with its six arms raised toward Heaven. There are
women who have managed to become pregnant, men who were chair-bound by
paralysis and now can walk… There are people who have won court cases in which
they had previously been treated unjustly, who have regained their job and the kitchen
where they can bring a fresh loaf in the evening. There are people who have found their
families or found them again. People of all ages come to give thanks to the Mother of
God for the gifts they have received: healing, success, fulfillment.
The priest’s words are like a wrapping of warmth and security. They tell of the
multitudes of people who come in ever greater numbers to the clearing watched over by
the Fir tree with its six arms and find comfort. Just as the waves of the sea anchor their
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restlessness when they find shelter in some natural harbor, cut out of the steep shore. At
a certain moment I think of something else that I would like to ask, but I dare not
interrupt him.
However, in fact there is no need. As if he knows what question I have been hiding, the
Priest tells with regret of those who come to the clearing just out of curiosity, walk
around, take a look, and hurry back down to Buşteni to their dinner, to a match on TV,
to some other business that seems to them more important. They do not pray, they do
not think they are in need of help, they pay no attention to the bended knees of others, to
the foreheads bent down in prayer with such reverence. They do not see themselves in
the position of people who should give thanks that they can come up the track that leads
to the clearing without effort, behind the wheel of new and expensive cars. They come
to bring someone or they come out of sheer curiosity. They do not imagine that the very
fact that they have come is a miracle about to happen. They do not ask themselves,
“What is a Miracle?” They do not ask around and it doesn’t occur to them to find out if
miracles still happen.
So I am going to ask on their behalf, that we may try to find out together:
What is a Miracle?
A friend of mine has a wise saying: To every person, as well as life, God gives some
purpose. This is already a Miracle. I add to that: What matters is to use the purpose that
you have received from the Good Lord God. Unfortunately for us intellectuals, the first
to fulfill the purpose they have been given are simple people. What I mean is: if I for
example, as a city lady with my woolen coat, gloves, and leather handbag, had passed
by that heap of garbage where Father Puiu had been thrown at his birth as a fetus
presumed to be dead, I would probably have fled the scene as fast as my legs, with their
silk stockings and leather shoes, could carry me, disgusted at the rats, the smell, the
horror of the place... If I had been passing by that day, I probably wouldn’t even have
approached...
No, if I had heard a child crying, I would have approached. I would certainly have
approached.
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But we city bred folk have forgotten, among other things, how to connect to the earth
from which we were taken and to which we shall return only in the body.
That is why we have forgotten that we can connect also with Souls and with God.
Perhaps that is why we crowd into the courtyards of monasteries in ever greater
numbers: to remind ourselves of the purpose we have received from God the Eternal,
that in the souls within us a tiny shoot of wisdom may sprout. Yes, there we connect
with the earth that we sometimes pack with special gloves into pots full of plants, those
of us who love flowers. We come to connect with the Earth of Belief.
Certainly that good woman who lifted the future Father Puiu to her breast from off the
garbage heap was not afraid of getting dirt under her fingernails. Moreover she
respected with Love perhaps the most important Purpose: that of saving and raising the
one who today, after seventy-five years of a life of incredible trials, is building, up there
by the Fir tree with its six arms in the form of a candelabrum, the great new Church of
the Mother of God.
I heard for the first time about Father Puiu from my godson Petru Condescu. He is Boss
to his employees, Dad to his children, Petru to his acquaintances, and to me, simply my
brother Petrică. It was through him that I first came to Father Gheronte Puiu. It was
through me that my brother Petrică came to Belief. It was through the seekings along
my paths, for in fact I always sought Love, that I came to Belief. Through true stories,
told with love, I hope that many of you will arrive alongside us. I don’t think you have
to want to come to Belief.
Belief comes to you, if it sees that you will receive it in your soul with Love.
I am speaking of Belief as such.
Believing in God is a gate that opens in a compact wall.
You didn’t know that there was a gate somewhere because you couldn’t see the wall
within yourself. But Someone could see that on the other side of the gate stood a jug of
wine waiting for its Guest. Then Someone approaches the wall, opens the gate, and
enters with the greeting: “Peace be with you, and peace be with you all.” Someone who
lets himself be called the Prince of Peace.
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I met the One who offers you His Peace in Jerusalem, where I went for the first time in
1983. Back home in Romania, it was an exceptionally hard winter that year. I remind
those of my age and tell those much younger that because of the desperate cuts imposed
by Ceauşescu’s regime, heating had been stopped in homes, in trains, in institutions. All
the same, our artistic tours went ahead as far as was possible, in spite of the freezing
conditions, and I got a very bad cold that winter – a head cold after I perspired from
singing with all my heart. I had been singing in Târgu Jiu with a fur hat on my head. I
got hot as I sang and perspired, and then my skull froze under the damp hat. I was very
ill. Saltless tears were running from my eyes as if I were a stray dog, and my coughs
seemed to stick between my nose and my mouth as they sought to escape to somewhere
warmer. Not to mention the temperature I had. Ill as I was, I had to go on tour in Israel
under a contract, together with another three Romanian actors, to sing for the
community of Romanian Jews who had emigrated, like the Armenians, Transylvanian
Saxons, and Szeklers in the years 1960–1965. We arrived in Tel Aviv on 25 December
1983.
I was thirty-three years old, having been born in 1949.
Because of the much warmer climate in Israel, my cold got worse instead of getting
better, even though I was taking big doses of medicine every day. More than three days
after our arrival, on a day when we had no performances, two Romanian Jewish
families took us four Romanian artistes on a pilgrimage to some of the Holy Places:
Mount Tabor, Bethlehem, Nazareth, Bethany...
That was how I got to Jerusalem. When we reached the gate of the old city, we planned
to make our way on foot toward the Church of the Holy Sepulcher through the oriental
bazaar with all its colors, aromas, and music!
At that time I had an indifferent attitude toward Belief and, alas, toward the Good Lord
God. I had heard that many people believed that there was somewhere a Force that they
called God, but I thought this was a matter that had nothing to do with me.
Does that sound familiar?!
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As I went through the Jerusalem bazaar, my attention was attracted by the thousands of
colorful delights hanging everywhere in the maze of stalls and tables through which I
was wending my way. Musical equipment, gold, dresses, postcards, Arab cakes with
honey and pistachios…
We were out shopping, on our day off. Personally, I had no idea that the stone-paved
alleyway flanked by high walls was the Way of the Cross itself! As I am a lover of
museums and antiques, and appreciate things that are valuable because of their age, I
realized that most of the paving stones on which I was walking were very old. I noticed
that one of them actually bore the traces of a Roman game scratched in the stone,
perhaps even by the soldiers of Pontius Pilate. And then I thought to myself, “This slab
of stone could well be from the time of Jesus.” It was a thought that came like a flash of
lightning on an absolutely clear day. Without significance, without emotion. Just a
thought that didn’t stop me buying an enormous qataif full of walnuts and pistachios
and oozing honey. And while I was nibbling the qataif and trying not to stain the nice
denim suit I had just bought, at a certain moment, in a wider portion of the road, it
seemed to me that somewhere ahead a convoy had just gone round the corner. I couldn’t
“see” anything in particular; it was more a spiritual sensation, an inner conviction that I
was there as the convoy took Jesus to the place of crucifixion. Never in my life had I
been so moved by anything as I was in that moment. An endless sadness, an immense
compassion weighed on my heart. I tried to see what the name of the street was: of
course it was called Via Dolorosa, the Road of Pain! Overcome by that sudden sadness,
almost with tears in my eyes, I looked for a place to put the qataif, to get rid of it,
unfinished as it was. I wrapped it in a plastic bag that I’d asked for at one of the stalls
and left it on the edge of a wall. Then, I looked down at my nice new shoes with their
very high heels, and I took them off. It seemed an insult to be treading with my high
heels on the stones where “just a few minutes before” Jesus had trodden barefoot. And
so I went the rest of the way to the Holy Sepulcher barefoot. The acting colleagues who
were with me shouted after me, “Why have you taken your shoes of, dear? Are you
crazy? Don’t you have enough of a cold? Really, why have you taken your shoes off?” I
heard them without being able to react. It was so true to me that I was physically
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walking on the same stones on which Jesus had trodden that all I wanted was to
continue to unite myself with this sensation that did me so much good… Soon I arrived
at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, inside which it is very cold. I didn’t feel that I was
advancing barefoot. I ascended Golgotha with my shoes in my hand, I was petrified by
sadness before the True Cross, and then I went down the tiny steps and kissed the Stone
of Anointing. When I arrived in front of the chapel that since as early as Crusader times
has sheltered the Holy Tomb from which Jesus Christ was resurrected, my bare feet
gave way and I went down on my knees. The actress who was with me nudged me and
insisted that I should pray at the Tomb about something. I could barely hear her. It
seemed to me that I was waiting for an important sign and I didn’t want to miss the
moment when it would show itself to me. Before the chapel of the Holy Tomb I went
down on my knees, but I could not “pray”. I had no doubt: I “knew” that Jesus WAS
there. How can you pray, what can you ask for, I thought to myself, before a tomb
where Someone was buried who is Alive?!
I couldn’t understand anything, I could only feel an extraordinary weight that had
enveloped me in its unbearable grief. All the time I had the sensation that I had arrived a
few minutes later at the place where a tragedy had taken place, a tragedy in whose
“atmosphere” I was participating with an incredible state of being “alive.” I don’t know
how to explain.
Late that night when I got back to the hotel, that sadness had still not left me. All the
same, I slept the sleep of a log fallen from a cart onto a heap of straw: deep and soft.
In the morning, before getting out of the narrow camp bed on which I had slept, I
reached out for my nose drops, but I no longer had a blocked nose or a headache, and
nor were saltless tears running from my eyes. Nothing was left of the terrible cold with
which I had left Romania. It would have been normal to have had an even worse cold
after going around barefoot for hours, especially in the Church, where it is really cold. It
is cold because since that conglomerate of churches was erected on the site where
Empress Helena found the Holy Cross buried, the Cross on which Our Savior was
crucified, the sun has never penetrated except through a few minuscule windows, high
up in the roof. So it would have been normal for me to have been flat out on my bed.
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But I had got better. Of course I put my recovery down to the fistfuls of medicines I had
been swallowing. How could I Believe that I had been offered the gift of a miraculous
cure, that I had passed through a Miracle that had remained in me? I did not Believe, but
the bird of wonder was starting to be very restless in its new nest. How come I had
recovered? I had had colds before in my life, and I had taken fistfuls of medicines
before, but without injections of two phials of Polidin five days running, no cold would
loosen its grip on me. And then there was the old saying that a cold would pass in two
weeks with treatment and in fourteen days without! So how come that his time I had
taken no precautions, I had walked barefoot on ice-cold stone, and I had recovered over
night, just… out of the blue… with no rubs, no inhalations, no Polidin?
After New Year’s Eve, I took a bus and went back, on my own, to Jerusalem, to try to
understand what had happened to me.
Of course I didn’t understand. And nor did I experience that state again.
There was just a void around me as if the host had gone and only the guests were left! I
said to myself, “Probably it was just an impression,” and that the fact that I had
recovered from such a cold must have meant that the medicine had proved effective in
the end.
It’s very difficult to accept at the age of thirty-three when you are not a believer that
Miracles happen, that they happen today and they can actually happen to you! A lot of
other miracles had to happen at home, with my mother, with friends suffering from
cancer, to whom I had brought some little Blessed Crosses from Jerusalem, with my
godson Petrică, saved already four times from death by another little Cross, for me to
start to believe that my recovery was not a fortunate accident due to a fistful of
medicine. It was more than a year before I could accept this truth. Then one day in 1984
I asked for a Bible. I wanted to read the Gospels, all four of them that tell about Jesus.
When did I have the Revelation of Belief? When I began to believe that I had received a
Miracle of physical healing but even more one of Healing of Unbelief, or when I read
the Gospels?
I don’t know exactly. I only know that today, whatever anyone may say to me, whatever
film may be made based on whatever book against my Belief, nothing can make me
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waver any more: Jesus was born of the Most Holy Virgin Mary, He suffered, He died,
He was buried, and He rose from the grave that I kissed in Jerusalem. And that’s that.
For me, Jesus is the Savior of our entire health. Without Him, there is nothing.
This is just the beginning of my story of a late discovery of Belief. I shall tell you more.
My approach to Belief in the existence of God was not always soaked in honey like the
syrupy qataif that I left unfinished in Jerusalem. Like many of us, to my shame, I have
put the qataif on the edge of a wall and tried to detach myself from it many times. To
leave it unfinished. To forget where I have put it. Like many of us, I have had doubts
that have gnawed at the very foundations of the Miracle that had transformed my inert
soul into the flame of life when, by Divine Grace, I had the joy of discovering that
Benevolent Force that we call God. But each time, Someone has poured drops of New
Love into the uncertain cup of my heart and each time I have been ashamed of my
inconstancy. Of my uncertainty. Of my desertion in moments of unbelief. Each time,
some special sign has come to remind me of a single important truth: that God tests us.
But because the power of the Miracle is His, the tears of doubt have always turned into
tears of joy at find yourself Loved again.
Perhaps it is only in moments of crisis that we can understand how God loves us. For
me, the greatest Miracle that has happened in my life is none other than the tireless
repetition of the Lord’s Resurrection in our souls, no matter how often we tire and fall
in our hopes.
Perhaps that is why we fall asleep at night: so that the next day we may rejoice all the
more when we wake up under a new sunrise. Because the Sun always rises.
May it be granted to us to be awake that we may admire this endless Sunrise.
Only from there will be be able to take the power of Eternity. Only then will we be able
to bring to fulfilment the purpose that we received together with our life.
One of the purposes that I have desired to have from that time on is to speak to others
about Belief and about the fewer and fewer who let themselves be chosen to serve God
in full sincerity of body and soul, in houses dedicated to holiness.
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What is a Miracle?
This is, this story of mine.
But a much greater Miracle is the Story of the life of Father Gheronte Puiu.
The fact that he was entrusted with the mission of finding the beautiful Fir tree, so
special because it is blessed by the appearance of the Mother of God herself. He was
entrusted with the mission of finding this clearing and he was sent assistance to build
the Church and monastery of the Mother of God. He, a child who had been thrown onto
a heap of garbage because he was presumed dead. A child to whom, immediately after
he was baptized at the age of eighteen by his adoptive parents, the Mother of God
appeared in the habit of a nun and urged him to become a monk. A young man who was
freed from the forced labor camp at Periprava also by an appearance of the Mother of
God, who showed him a truck, and urged him to get into it and not to get out until he
reached the mountains. To him, the young monk from Neamţ, was granted the Miracle
of being protected for ten years in a tiny cave somewhere among the crags of Mount
Caraiman until the persecution unleashed against priests and monks had passed. There
in that cave, on one night of incredibly hard frost his right hand was stuck to the rock by
the ice. When he woke and tried to wrench himself away from the stone wall of the
cave, his right hand was left in the ice. Only the rags he was wearing kept his arm
attached to his body. Toward noon, still sitting by the icicle that gripped his arm, he
dozed off with hunger, and when he woke, his hand was whole, frozen but joined to his
body... Only once did he tell me in a hoarse whisper that the Mother of God appeared to
him and holding out Her Holy Hand joined the severed hand to the rest of his body. And
if anyone cannot believe what I am saying here, let them answer me: how was it that
Father Puiu didn’t frieze to death during ten winters in that damp cave? How was it that
he didn’t die of hunger or fall ill? Because maybe in the summer he could find the odd
root, something left behind in a mouldy can by hunters or soldiers, but what about the
winter? In the winter when not even the wolves had anything to hunt?
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Good people, we cannot explain everything that happens around us. Our conceit as
people who surf the internet, look at the distant cosmos from interplanetary stations, and
clone children and sheep... is all in vain.
We have to believe in God and to lament the lack of Love in our hearts. The we shall be
granted the Gift of understanding how it was that Father Puiu was given Miraculous
healing in hospital in Sinaia after 1990, being lifted overnight from a two-year paralysis
so that the doctors were afraid and asked him to leave the hospital... Perhaps then we
shall understand Who told the Priest to set out in spite of his almost seventy years,
healed yet again, to seek the Fir tree that he had seen before him with the eyes of his
mind... that very special Fir tree, the Blessed Fir tree in which the Mother of God had
appeared to him again, the only Mother he has known in his exceptional life... It was
then that he knew that this Fir tree, around which so many of us pray today, was the Fir
tree around which His Holiness, with the help of a multitudes of Believers, would build
the Church and Monastery of God...
Yes, his life story is not a simple Miracle but an endless series of Miracles.
Just like the lives of many servants of God, too humble to speak about themselves. Just
like the lives of many of us, unknown to the general public.
But when and where the Mother of God prays, miracles happen.
Great miracles. Many. Impossible to believe for many. An extraordinary joy for others...

III.
Once we have finished filming the interview with the Priest, we film the surroundings.
We do not yet think about the rain that has stopped so that we can film. Only after we
have kissed the Priest’s hand, negotiated the winding track, and arrived down in Buşteni
in the carpark of a restaurant, do we notice in the sky above the fir trees an immense
rainbow stretched right across the sky, which is now completely clear. I seem to be the
only one who is impressed by the Miracle, but I’m sure that each member of the crew is
thinking of the same thing: how did it come about that the rain stopped that had
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threatened to put an end to filming on the Blessed ground of a Monastery dedicated to
the Festival of 15 August?! I recall the day when I saw Father Puiu for the first time up
there on the Palanca plateau of Buşteni, a fine mountain of a man with a white beard... I
recall that I recognized then around him the Divine Light that I have “seen”
accompanying the few blessed people whose hands I have had the exceptional honor of
kissing in my life: among them Father Arsenie Papacioc, my first great Spiritual Guide.
There was no rolling of thunder, no flash of lightning, no breaking of trees on the roofs
of the houses: the Blessed waters of the Rain turned away from our filming in response
to the prayer of the one whom no one and nothing could turn away from his mission of
helping the rest of us to believe in the power of God. In His benevolent power. The
Blessed waters of the rain turned away after they had blessed us, after they had washed
away the sins with which we had come from Bucharest, so that we might tell you too
about this Miracle, so that we might all believe that we have Someone to love if we are
alone or disoriented.
Because God loves us and guides us through his Chosen ones.
IV.
Our Orthodox prayer cords have thirty knots or thirty beads.
Here is the prayer that Father Puiu gifted to us, for the resolution of our earthly needs:
Thirty times a day, for forty days, Father Puiu told us to pray like this:
“Lord, turn all my enemies toward goodness and prayer.”
Every day, when we want, let us say this prayer forty times and we shall be helped:
“Lord, turn all my enemies toward goodness and prayer.”
I can’t bear to think that there will come a day when Father Pui will no longer be up
there in clearing except in spirit. I can’t bear to think, but still I wonder, who will be
able to talk with the hundreds of believers on the day that he is no longer there at
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And I reply to my own question:
We shall speak with another priest whom Heaven will charge to watch over our
sufferings. But without doubt we shall converse for ever with the Spirit of Father
Gheronte Puiu.
We shall have then in Heaven yet another Friend who will mediate for us our prayers
for forgiveness and help to the Mother of God. And for as long as the Most Pure Mother
so ordains, in the Monastery clearing a beautiful Fir tree will stand guard with its six
arms raised in prayer toward Heaven.
We shall recall then that every branch of fir bears at its tip a cross.
We shall recall too that the resin of the fir tree serves to make the Incense that once lit
lifts our prayers in its perfumed smoke up to Heaven.
You will see, we shall have yet another Great Saint on Romanian soil. AMEN.
Today July 10, the day of the Forty-five Holy Martyrs of Nicopolis in Armenia,
Bucharest, 2006.

